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213. By putting £, ^ £ equal to zero, we see that |pD is the potential at the centre of the solid ellipsoid. We also notice that by Art. 199
A=zj^da))      S=s]Tpd&>       Gss)^da>......(12),
where the integrations extend over the whole surface of the body,
The first of the results (13) follows also from Poisson's theorem since d*V/dx* = -Ap &c. The second may also be deduced from (4); for the sum of the coefficients of £2,7?2, £2 after multiplication by a2, b*, c2 is evidently — r\
Since -=-s + -zT+i»we see ^7 substitution either in (4) or T     a      b      c
(12) that the constants A, B, G are functions of the ratios of the axes and are therefore the same for all similar ellipsoids.
214.    The four integrals A, B, C, D have here heen expressed in terms of tlie integral I and its differential coefficients with regard to a, 6, c.    Other standard integrals might also have been taken.    Thus we might use the integral called J in Art. 200, Ex. 5.   We might also express the components X, Y, Z in terms of any one of the four integrals A, B, C, D.   We deduce from the third part of Ex. 3,
Art. 200,                       —n----5—= 6—j   — o-—— = c—........................(14).
These relations enable us to deduce the formulae for X, Y, Z given by Laplace in the^ Mecanique Celeste, vol. n. p. 12.                                                                         4&
215.    Ex.   Prove that the three numerical constants A, B, C lie between v/a3 and v/c3 where v is the volume and a, c are the greatest and least axes of the ellipsoid.   Prove also that D lies between 47ra2 and 47rc2.
To prove the first theorem we notice that the integral (10) is decreased by writing a for & and c; the integration can then be effected. A superior limit is found by writing c for a and &. The second theorem follows from the equations (13) Art. 213 by eliminating first A and then C.
216. To find the level surfaces inside the attracting ellipsoid. These surfaces are given by A%'2 + Brf + Gff2 = K, where K is a constant. Since A, B, C are necessarily positive, the level surfaces are similar and similarly situated ellipsoids.
To trace their forms, we must consider the magnitudes of the coefficients A, B, C. We have (Art. 212)
du             _    _         /*°°      du
•/:
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